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In the last year, the NWWS has continued its
detailed archaeologicaJ- and palaeoecological
work in the lowlands of Lancashire, Cumbria,
and elsewhere.
In the Fylde, in Lancashire, the remainder of
Stalmine Moss and part of Rawcliffe Moss were
fieldwalked and the initial, promi.sing
results were confirmed with a total of 1 0
findspots located, af which four could be
termed 'sitesr , dating from the Mesolithic to
the Bronze Age. Small amounts of later,
possibly medieval, material were also
recovered, which are thought to have been the
result of agricultural activities during the
initial reclamation of the moss.

Work has also been undertaken on the Solway
Plain, Cumbria; complete surveys have been
made of the extensive peat extraction
openations at Solway Moss, Bolton FelI Moss
and Wedholme Flow. Although no
archaeological sites r^rere immediately
detectable, a charcoal-rich buried soil was
visible in several places preserved beneath
thick peat deposits. Analysis of this soil
is currently underway, the results of which
should allow us to determine the extent of
human interference on the mossland fringe.
This archaeological survey has been backed up
by detailed palaeoecological sampling to
reconstruct prehistoric plant communities,
climate and environment. The analysis of
both the pollen and the plant remains from
the core taken from Winmarleigh Moss have
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revealed the followinq sequence (from bottom
to top); saltmarsh conditions rtere followed,
after a reduction in sea level, by
colonisation by reeds. FoIlowing a further
drop in sea ievel, the whole area became
covered with a birch and willow woodland
which continued until rising water tables led
to the death of the trees and the development
of a raised bog, the peat of which forms most
of the present-day land surface. Evidence of
the woodland can still be found preserved in
the peat in the forn of moss-stocks (bog
oaks), one of which has recently been dated
to 3023q9 BC (Q-801 3 ) by dendrochronology
(tree ring analysis).

Detailed coring has been placed in context
with large-scale transect coring to determine
the stratigraphy of the peat across the whole
of PilIing, Sta1mine, Winmarleigh and
Rawcliffe Mosses. This wiIl aIlow the layers
found in the detailed cores to be mapped
across the whole area. Coring has also been
undertaken in two small, basin mire sites in
nor,th Lancashire, both of which have deep
peat deposits and are located close to
important archaeological sites, such as the
Manor Farm Bronze Age cairn. Similar work
has also been undertaken in Cumbria, in
response to specific threats to the peat
deposits,

Personnel from the NWWS have also been
involved in fieldwalking in wetland areas in
advance of the construction of the North West
Ethylene Pipeline; the main area being
Croston and Hoscar Mosses near Rufford,
Lancashire and small basin mires in Cumbria.
Initial survey was undertaken in unfavourable
conditions, so further work, including coring
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and watching brlefs, will be needed to
establish whether any archaeology will be
under direct threat,by these operations.

In the forthcoming field season, work will
concentrate in the Fylde and the Solway
Plain, with field survey and coring being
undertaken in both locations. Mr Ron Cowell
of Merseyside Museums will be doing
fieldwalking and other survey in the lowland
peat of Merseyside. Other work will also be
undertaken in advance of construction work in
the whole of the North West, J-ncluding work
to assess the peat deposits at Ashton Moss in
Greater Manchester, which is Lo be destroyed
by the construction of the M66.
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The neolithic axe factories around the
Langdale Pikes are on an unstable terrain and
are vulnerable to even limited amounts of
erosion; this, coupled with an increasing use
of the area by walkers and climbers has meant
that many of the sites are under severe
threat. In response to the deteriorating
condition of the sites, the National Trust,
in conjunction with the Lancaster University
Archaeological Unit, set up a management
programme in 1 984, of which the first stage
was a complete topographic survey of all the
working sites. (1 )

This, the second phase of the programmer was
planned in consultation with English
tteritage, Cumbria County Council and the Lake
District Special Planning Board and was
jointly funded by Bnglish Heritage and the
National Trust. It had two main aims: to set
up a monitoring programme for all sites and
to protect or excavate the sites in areas of
foolpath repair which are under the most
immediate threat.

MANAGEIVIENT PROGRAMME

The condition of the sites is not
deteriorating uniformly throughout the area;
pockets of severe erosion are sometimes found
adjacent to sites in a static condition. It
is, therefore, necessary to monitor the
condition of all sites in order to target the
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